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The Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) should not eliminate or relax enforcement of the
2014 rule  that reduces miner’s exposure to coal dust, and instead should strengthen the regulation
because of overwhelming evidence published by the Journal of the American Medical Association
(JAMA) detailing the largest cluster of severe form of black lung, known as progressive massive �brosis
(PMF), reported in scienti�c literature.  
In 2014, MSHA revised the agency’s standards on miners’ occupational exposure to respirable coal mine
dust.  The goal was to reduce a miner’s risk of developing black lung by lowering prior exposure limits,
and requiring the “operator to continuously maintain the average concentration of respirable dust in the
mine atmosphere during each shift.”  Almost two years later, the outcomes of the rule yielded positive
results with MSHA announcing that approximately 99 percent of the respirable coal mine dust samples
collected from April 1, 2016 through June 30, 2016 were in compliance with the agency’s coal mine dust
standards.  Despite the success, evidence indicates that more still needs to be done as miners–
including young miners–continue to be diagnosed with the disease.  Some of that evidence became
available on February 6, 2018 when JAMA published a research letter con�rming “416 cases of
progressive massive �brosis (PMF) or complicated black lung in three clinics in central Appalachia from
2013 to 2017.”

Shortly after the 2016 Presidential Election, then President-Elect Donald Trump stated that his goal was
to cancel restrictions on American energy and reduce regulations.  As promised, President Trump’s
administration indicated in a regulation reformation agenda that MSHA would be revisiting the 2014 rule
that reduces coal miner’s exposure to coal dust.  To head MSHA, President Trump nominated—and the
senate con�rmed—David G. Zatezalo to serve as the Assistant Secretary of Labor for MSHA.  Zatezalo
was a controversial choice due to his history in the coal mining industry where he served as President,
CEO, and Chairmen of Rhino Eastern Eagle mine;  a company that received more than $2.1 million in
�nes for safety or health violations since 2000.  Since December 2017, MSHA has asked for public
comments on whether standards “could be improved or made more effective or less burdensome by
accommodating advances in technology, innovative techniques, or less costly methods,” and
if “requirements could be streamlined or replaced in frequency.”

While some coal miner advocates noted that a retrospective review is not inherently problematic,
concerns for the future enforcement of the regulation have risen in recent weeks because of Assistant
Secretary David Zatezalo’s industry ties to Bob Murray—a coal mining executive lobbying the Trump
administration.  During a congressional oversight hearing, Assistant Secretary Zatezalo testi�ed that
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the agency will not roll back any portion of the 2014 rule limiting coal dust exposure to mine workers.
Despite Zatezalo’s testimony, Senator Sheldon Whitehouse remains unconvinced and has voiced
concerns over Zatezalo’s true position; pointing to Zatezalo’s previous opposition to safety rules and his
industry ties to Murray—who sent the action plan to deregulate the coal industry.  However, Zatezalo
has publicly attempted to distance himself from Murray by stating, “I don’t really know [Bob Murray] all
that well. There’s scarcely anybody in the valley here who doesn’t know [him]. But I don’t know him all
that well.”  Murray’s action plan seeks a revision of the 2014 rule, calling it arbitrary and providing no
health bene�t to coal miners,  but that statement is not consistent with medical research and the 2014
regulation’s purpose.  The likely cause of PMF is the toxic dust that coal miners are exposed to,
which is precisely what the regulation seeks to reduce.

The JAMA research letter, published by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH), con�rmed 416 cases of PMF in central Appalachia from 2013 to 2017—the  largest cluster of
advanced black lung disease ever reported.  The likely cause of the epidemic is miners working long
shifts while mining thinner coal seams that cause the mining machines to cut rock with coal, which
results in silica dust that is far more toxic than coal dust.  This causes miners to develop black lung at
a much younger age; the disease now affecting miners in their 50s, 40s, and even 30s, who have mined
coal for fewer years, rather than miners in their 60s, 70s and 80s.  The 2014 rule reduces the amount
of dust coal miners are exposed to, and its strict procedures ensure maintenance of the safest possible
air quality for miners.  Without strict enforcement of the 2014 federal rule, those numbers are likely to
continue to increase. In fact, those numbers are believed to be an underestimate of the actual number of
miners with PMF.

It is widely known that coal jobs have been in sharp decline and miners are suffering from an
unprecedented upsurge in the rate of black lung.  While the dust rule will not bring back coal jobs, the
Court of Appeals has held that the rule will not “threaten the existence or the competitive structure of
the industry.”  As a result, “miners are working in less dust than at any point in American history and
miners will be equipped with a device that will empower them to know the level of dust where they are
working and to refuse to work if the level is unsafe.”  Any reduction to current practices would
undermine this current protection for miner’s health and exacerbate a growing and historic problem for
miners in central Appalachia. Considering this evidence, Zatezalo, MSHA, and the Trump administration
should not relax enforcement of this regulation, but should reinforce the rule to reduce coal miner’s risk
of developing black lung.
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